IN WHICH BOOK QUESTIONS

1. In which book are characters forced to kneel on rice as a punishment?
   Answer: **The Blackbird Girls** by Anne Blankman

2. In which book is a chapter called “Destiny’s Child”?
   Answer: **A High Five For Glenn Burke** by Phil Bildner

3. In which book does a character create a contract promising that they would receive exactly one fourteenth of the total profits?
   Answer: **The Hobbit** by J.R.R. Tolkien

4. In which book does a character’s family go to a Unitarian church?
   Answer: **Boys in the Back Row** by Mike Jung

5. In which book does a character conduct business by riding around town on a donkey?
   Answer: **Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna** by Alda P. Dobbs (pages 12-13)

6. In which book is a character late to pick up their siblings from a bus stop, causing a scene in traffic?
   Answer: **The Benefits of Being an Octopus** by Ann Braden

7. In which book does a character have a sibling with a speech impediment?
   Answer: **Focused** by Alyson Gerber

8. In which book are kids attacked by mosquitos?
   Answer: **The Girl and the Ghost** by Hanna Alkaf P. 37

Content Questions

1. In **Powerless**, what is the name of the street Daniel’s grandmother lived on?
   Answer: Elm Lane (Page 12)

2. In **Katie the Catsitter**, what is the name of the neighbor Katie cat-sits for?
   Answer: Ms. Lang

3. In **Invisible**, how many years has every single student participated in the community service initiative?
   Answer: 7 years (pg 16)

4. TWO PARTS: In **Yusuf Azeem Is Not a Hero**, what is Yusuf’s uncle’s name, and what does he do?
Answer: Rahman, and he works as a research scientist (pg 19)

5. **In Other Words for Home**, the student named Ben in Jude’s ESL class is from which country?
   Answer: China (pg 110)

6. **In Stowaway**, what is the first and last name of Leo’s mom?
   Answer: Grace Fender (pg. 193)

7. **TWO PARTS: In Wink**, what are the songs that Ross and the band play at the talent show?
   Answer: Take It Easy and Judy is a Punk (pg 299/300)

8. **In Partly Cloudy**, which animal does Mrs. Solazzo look like according to the students?
   Answer: A bee